
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM. DAY

The characters:

Paul W.S. Anderson (not Paul Wes Anderson, mind you) – director

and “screenwriter”

Jeremy Bolt – producer

Don Carmody – producer

Glen MacPherson – cinematographer

Niven Howie – editor

Note - All characters appearing in this work are fictitious. Any

resemblance to real persons, living or dead, is purely

coincidental.

ANDERSON

Allright, I have an idea, we start with…

a group of Americans.

BOLT: 

You mean a group of Asians?

ANDERSON

Why?

CARMODY

Because the last movie ended with

Umbrella in Tokyo?

ANDERSON

Really? Oh, well anyway we’ll go back to

America.

CARMODY

Whatever, but what about the clones?

ANDERSON

I didn’t direct the last movie, what

happened?

BOLT

Hell, you wrote the screenplay! We had

about 40 Alice clones with superpowers

waiting to attack Tokyo.

ANDERSON

Hm… that rings a bell, she can do

something with her eyes right?

CARMODY
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She blasts people with psychokinetic

energy – and she can destroy GPS

satellites with her mind when she gets

shut down via remote by Umbrella.

BOLT

Jesus Christ! What have you been smoking

when you made the third one?

ANDERSON: 

I didn’t direct it!

CARMODY

But you wrote the damn screenplay! This

series has started out as a Zombiemovie…

ANDERSON

Oh yeah, I remember Zombies somewhere.

CARMODY

And now it’s the Matrix.

ANDERSON

You know, the Matrix was pretty cool,

remember when Trinity was running and

BANG BANG KAPOOOOW jumping through the

glass in like slow motion?

BOLT

That was cool seven years ago.

ANDERSON

Short term memory guys! Our target

audience will have already forgotten

that movie. So, we make this Matrix

stuff in Tokyo and KABLAM, they storm in

and blast people with their

ultramindenergy, the audience loves

Milla Jovovich so why not give them …

THREE MILLA JOVOVICHES!

MACPHERSON

Hey, I got an idea… we could show a city

in the rain…

ANDERSON

Awesome, rain is 3d, you got the James

Cameron camerasystem they used in

Avatar?

CARMODY

Already done. Marketing department will

remind everyone of Avatar so we don’t

have to promote anything else.
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Short pause, followed by GROUP HIGH FIVE

MACPHERSON

So what I want to do with the rain. We

show a group of Americans -

CARMODY

(interrupting)

Asians, we are in Tokyo.

MACPHERSON

Yeah, all the same and they are walking

in the rain, totally stylish and then we

show them from above and we see a mass

of moving umbrellas.

(pause)

Like Umbrella from Umbrella Corporation.

(pause)

Kinda symbolic right?

ANDERSON

I think it's a bit too subtle for our

audience... but if we don't have

anything else, we put it in.

They don't

A lot of discussion about how to perfectly rip of not only the

Matrix Reloaded Trinity escape but also the hallway shootout

from The Matrix follows.

A few days of nothing pass

INT. SAME CONFERENCE ROOM. MORNING

The place starts to look like a nerd's computertable plus there

are beerbottles all over the empty pizza boxes.

BOLT

O.k. I'll be the one to finally address

it: what about Alice?

ANDERSON

What about her?

BOLT

She's kinda overpowered. I mean she

could just blast everyone away and we

have like 40 of her - we can't have any

tension.

ANDERSON

Didn't you learn anything from these

movies? What's the answer to everything

that doesn't make sense?
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CARMODY

The T-virus!

ANDERSON

So we just get rid of everything we

messed up in the previous movies.

BOLT

But doesn't that render the events

beforehand meaningless? We haven't

accomplished anything if we just reset

the errors.

ANDERSON

Oh... look who's acting like he's making

an arthouse movie...

BOLT

O.k. T-Virus it is...

INT. RESIDENT EVIL BOARD. INTERNET DAYTIME

The discussion board is filled with fans as mindless as the

zombies in the series who still believe that this series

respects the videogame source.

ALICE-ROKXTZ101

Z0mg, it would be liek totally awezum if

Wesker was in da movie - hez da

badassesest boss in Resident Evil!!!!

WESKER-27

Hez so cool, with da glasses!

FURRYFAN-34

Wesker iz teh hawt!

JOVOVICH-LOVER

Omg Resident Evil 4 iz gonna be teh bezt

RE movie EVAR! The dogs are sooo cool!

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM. NIGHT

The producers ponder over what they've read on the boards.

CARMODY

So we have Wesker and the plant things

to bait the fanboys.

BOLT

Shouldn't we explain why the Zombies

have plants growing out of their mouths?

ANDERSON

Mr.-serious-movie-making again?
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BOLT

Oh shut up and read about Wesker on

Wikipedia so you can pretend that you

honor the source material...

CARMODY

Classic

BOLT

...that keeps the fanboys content and

makes them promote the movie.

Another BIG HIGH FIVE goes through the group

CARMODY

Guys, I stumbled over this picture of

this giant thing with an axe, looks like

from a Resident Evil game.

ANDERSON

Put it in! I wanna have that thing in

3d!

INT. EDITING ROOM. EARLY MORNING HOURS

Anderson and Niven Howie are finishing their final editing

touches and grow more and more desperate.

HOWIE

It just doesn't work... the movie is

under one hour, we can't sell a movie

this short.

ANDERSON

Lemme think...

Bolt and Carmody storm into the room.

BOLT

Hey guys, we still have no end for the

plotline.

ANDERSON

That's easy, haven't you watched A-Team

and Robin Hood? People love it when the

entire story was worth nothing and the

characters have not progressed at all.

CARMODY

You're sure about that?

ANDERSON

Be honest. Since when did any Resident

Evil movie achieve anything?

Just turn the storyline in what

everyone's been suspecting since
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Extinction.

HOWIE

I got it! We just show everything in

slow motion! That will get us over 90

minutes!

ANDERSON

Awesome, like Zac Snyder but without

speeding the footage up after the slow

motion, this is gonna be better than

300!

CARMODY

But if we just let the plot line die,

then the story is over. Isn't there

always a pointless cliffhanger at the

end of these movies that has nothing to

do with the previous movie...

Anderson smiles.

ANDERSON

You can bet your ass there is.

Sadly he's right and Resident Evil 5 will come way too soon...
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